Identity Management Specialist
Identity Management Specialist at the University of Nebraska Computing Services Network, 901 N. 17th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588. Responsible for configuration, development and maintenance of the University of Nebraska’s identity management infrastructure.

Minimum Qualifications
Education: Master Degree or its foreign equivalent in Engineering, Computer Science or MIS related field with three years of experience as detailed below. OR A Bachelor’s degree or its foreign equivalent in Engineering, Computer Science or MIS related field and five years of progressive experience in software configuration and development, in a team environment will be considered equivalent to a Master’s degree plus three years of required experience.

Work experience is required to include:
3+ years of experience developing and supporting SUN Identity Management and SUN Directory Server.
1+ years of experience with ORACLE and Db2 databases and data analysis;
1+ years of experience with JAVA technologies, knowledge of .NET development environments is desired

Must demonstrate excellent verbal and written (English) communications skills to expresses information (ideas or facts) to individuals or groups effectively, taking into account the audience and nature of the information (example: technical use versus business use, sensitive or controversial information) in addition to making clear and convincing oral presentations;

Knowledge of Java HTML, XML, Portals, and LDAP. Knowledge of J2EE architecture and other object-oriented design patterns with practical experience in applying patterns into applications.

Monday – Friday, 7:30 am – 4:30 pm

A full job description is listed at: http://nebraska.edu/prospective-employees.html

Apply at https://careers.nebraska.edu attaching a cover letter, resume with professional credentials and the names, email addresses, and contact information for three professional references.

The University of Nebraska is an equal opportunity educator and employer.